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HOW ARE BANKS
TACKLING FRAUD?
Following a rise in scams targeting older consumers, Rachel 
Graham explores why banks are struggling to combat them
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Fraud by abuse of position of trust is the 
most costly to older people, according to a 
report obtained from the National Fraud 
Intelligence Bureau in conjunction with City 
of London Police. 

The amount lost to this type of deception 
was almost triple that of the second most 
financially damaging, investment fraud, at 
more than £117m in the year to August 2017. 
This represents a rise of 14 per cent since 
2016. However, fraud by abuse of position of 
trust did not feature in the top ten most com-
monly reported types of scam among people 
aged from 60 to 99, suggesting that while this 
form of fraud is comparatively rare, the impact 
per case is significantly higher. 

Positions of trust relate to friends, family 
members, carers, trustees, and employees of 
the victim. Banks acknowledge that the nature 
of these crimes make it harder to block them, 
as they are often habitual, negating banks’ sys-
tems to detect unusual activity.

Computer software service scams topped 
the table of frequently recorded cons, with 
17,724 reports filed. 

In these hoaxes, scammers often contact 
their victims via phone or email to offer them 
bogus tech support or security updates before 
demanding money to secure their services. 
The total stolen as a result was just over £12m, 

ranking sixth in terms of losses suffered.
TSB’s director of financial crime and 

fraud, Jim Winters, said: “We have a complex 
and multi-layered anti-fraud framework in 
place. Our partners work with our customers 
too to make sure we stay one step ahead. We 
are also supporting the Take 5 campaign, 
which encourages customers to take five min-
utes to stop and think before acting on suspi-
cious instructions.” 

High street regulars Lloyds Banking 
Group, the Co-operative, and Santander also 
pointed to their support of UK Finance’s Take 
5 campaign, which targets older consumers 
with their Take 5 Over Tea initiative. Online 
materials provide information on fraud while 
inviting people to host tea parties to discuss 
the matter. UK Finance was unable to com-
ment on whether the scheme has worked.

Barclays said that the bank has taken 
steps to ensure customers retain full control 
over their finances. It offers the choice to 
deactivate and reactivate debit cards at will via 
the mobile banking app, currently covering 
remote purchases only. Barclays clients also 
have the option of setting personalised ATM 
withdrawal limits.

In addition, Barclays has employed 18,000 
digital eagles to provide sessions boosting 
online competency and confidence with 
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technology. For those not accessing these 
platforms, the bank has also invested £10m in 
a national advertising campaign across televi-
sion, print, and billboards warning people of 
fraud risks.

Lloyds Banking Group, which comprises 
Lloyds, Halifax, and Royal Bank of Scotland, 
aims to reduce reliance on friends and carers. 
Its spokeswoman Dawn Toshney said: “There 
are occasions when relatives, neighbours, or 
a support organisation may advise us of the 
failing health of a customer who may be lack-
ing the capability to continue looking after 
their own affairs. In these circumstances, we 
have a dedicated support team who will assess 
the best options for the customer. This may 
include access to their account by assistance in 
appointing a power of attorney.”

The Banking Protocol action is a joint 
venture between UK Finance, banks and 
police which sees staff trained to spot signs 
indicating a customer could be the victim 
ongoing fraud. Staff have access to a police 
hotline who will accelerate their attendance in 
suspicious cases. Lloyds Banking Group and 
Barclays identified themselves as leading part-
ners in the pilot project, preventing the loss 
of more than £1.6m between them since its 
inception in March 2017. By November 2017 
39 local police forces will have joined 
the programme.

Despite these endeavours, levels of 
fraud against older people continue to rise, 
begging the question: 
what more can be done?

HSBC and Natwest 
failed to respond to
requests to comment 
for this article.         n
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